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Abstract:
Additive manufacturing is one of the most

rapidly developing technologies in the
engineering and manufacturing sectors. 3D parts
are made and used in various components. The
advancement of composite and 3D printing joins
hands and produced lots of products to the market.
Aerospace industries have also begun making
parts using 3D printing technology. Many
industries are fabricating their drones and quad
raptors by using 3D printing. Aircraft
manufactures are making components like clamps,
fuel nozzles and much more[5]. In this project we
investigated the possibility of making the aircraft
internal structure using 3D printing where the
manufacturing and the material cost is much
higher in this sector.

The assembly process follows the mentioned procedure
• Pre - assembly
• Drilling
• Temporary fastening
• Deburring
• Sealant application
• Fastening
Apart from this the tooling and fixtures for the desired
parts have to be manufactured before starting this
process[2].

Implementation requires the CAD design of the
frames and the holes and holders wherever
necessary. This method provides a great advantage
over time, is cost effective, less waste and a toolless
assembly process of the fuselage.

Additive Manufacturing in Aerospace:
Many aerospace components/parts

manufacturers have begun making engine, turbine
and some interior décor parts of the aircraft by
using some typical applications of additive
manufacturing and 3D printing technology.
Components with complex design, parts requiring
high tooling process, properties to defining
aerodynamic flow and cost effective
manufacturing is only possible through additive
manufacturing.

Aircraft manufacturing using 3D printing
technology can reduce up to 30% weight
reduction and 30 - 60% cost reduction. The
material savings increases the fuel efficiency of
the aircraft and creates less emissions to the
environment. As aircrafts are upgraded and
maintained every year, the tooling and assembly
of airplanes changes according to the aircraft
variants. To avoid the unusual loss of tooling,
assembly tools, fixtures, riveting and supporting
structures a pre designed structure like aircraft
frames and integrated spars will reduce the
assembly tools and the space required for the
assembly process.

Assembly Requirements:
A typical aircraft assembly requires

assembly tooling for holding the aircraft parts in
place during assembly and made into groups of
fixtures and jigs. Fixtures are used to position and
hold the parts during assembly and the jigs not
only hold the parts but also guide the cutting and
riveting tools. The parts are held with the fixtures
using clamps and the assembly process starts with
drilling holes with the guiding holes mentioned
Various parts are joined into a single structure
using the fasteners and finally they are riveted to
get a structural outcome.

Figure 1: Assembly Process

Integration of 3D Printing in Aircraft
Manufacturing and Assembly:

Aircraft assembly is divided into different
families like wings, tail section, and fuselage parts.
Many aerospace industries like the consortium which
developed the Eurofighter Typhoon use integrated wing
structures that are composed of composites where rivets
are not often needed to hold the wing structure. They
use adhesives at the joints in the wing. Fighter aircraft
use various components and titanium is mostly used
because of the aircraft tends to high heat produced by
the engines and the whole structure is attached closer.

Figure 2: Integrated Aircraft Wing.
To reduce the wastage of titanium and very

expensive parts, 3D printing technology will bring
greater solution to all. The aircraft frames can be
directly printed with the desired holes and gaps to join
with other structures. This will reduce the typical
airframe assembly process. The process just requires
temporary fasteners and final fastening.

Figure 3: Fixtures and Jigs Holding the Aircraft 
Sections[1]

Aircraft Internal Frames:
The aircraft frames are like the skelton of the

human body. The frame provides a space for the
payload equipment, engine, outer skin and other
systems in aircraft. The frame itself has large number
of parts to be assembled like the upper cap the lower
cap, web, beams, stiffeners, plates and braces.

This requires jigs and fixtures to hold the small
parts that are to be assembled to provide the exact
shape needed and requires adequate pre planning,
tooling process, cost and time. Using the 3D Material
printing, any alloys can be printed. Here we conside
the titanium alloy which is high cost. The titanium
alloy powders can be used to make the 3D printed
frames for the fuselage.

3D Printing Procedure and Process:
As a prototype we designed a fighter

aircraft’s internal structures separately in the CATIA
V5 CAD software and the sections are saved in STL
file (the format for 3D printing), then it is imported
in MakerBot desktop.
Following are the setting given for the printing
Print settings
Quality : standard
Raft : yes
Support : no
Layer height : 0.2mm
Infill : 40%
Number of shells : 2
Extruder type : smart extruder+
Material used : MakerBot PLA
Extruder temperature : 215o C

With a standard preset the file is exported
into G codes as .makerbot file which can be fed into
the Makerbot 3D printer for printing.

During the printing there was a series of
problems in scaling the model; where the real aircraft
is around 20 meters we scaled it into 50:1 ratio. All
the sections are printed separately and we faced
calibration problems which we corrected. The
sections are made about 2mm thickness.

Finally each and every section was printed
and they are joined with addition structures like bars
and glues.

Conclusion:
Regarding the project outcome, we obtained

great results with perfect finish and determined the
possibility of manufacturing the aircraft internal
structure using the 3D printing technology. It will
drastically reduce the wastage of costly materials
like titanium and aluminum alloys. This process will
reduce lot of machining process and industrial
space. In the way of economy the cost of the final
product will be reduced more than 40%.

Figure  6: Side view  of the Printed  Aircraft’s 
Internal Structures
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